Creating Multidimensional Experiences
3rd– 21st of August 2020

SUMMER COURSE

Aalto Ventures Program  Build like an entrepreneur
Experience a unique summer course where students around the world come together to learn to build immersive, digital, physical and social experiences in multidisciplinary teams. During three weeks of magical Finnish summer, you will use lean, iterative methods to go from sustainable business idea to prototype, learning by doing, while having fun and getting to understand the globally renowned startup culture in Helsinki!

2019 alumni are saying:
“Make course longer, I want to stay.”
“Finland is amazing”
“I love how different study fields are brought together on campus and there are great facilities for students.”
“Thanks for hosting one of the best courses in my life!”

Aalto Ventures Program is the entrepreneurship education program at Aalto University. At AVP, students work in multidisciplinary teams, do hands-on exercises and gain tools of mass disruption, ready to be used either to construct a startup or to renovate an existing company from within. We teach students to build like an entrepreneur.